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Memory Of the Place
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What do you REMEMBER?
When you see this?
When you feel this?
When you listen this?
Or when you smell this?
Memory for ALL
**Roman City**

From North to the south: CARDIO
From Cost to the West: DECUMANOS
Wall around the city
Trading place
Three days known as Giraldo square

**Medieval City**

Conquest by the araban (build an moske)
No shees through the centre
city grow up
16th Century

The city was reconquered by the Portuguese.
A new wall was built around the city.
The old wall decayed.
Resident of the King

18th Century

Around the city grew the habitation.
To the new people, a strong people
Traffic System
And Periphery system
**BIG ACCESSIBILITY PROBLEMS TO SOLVE**

1. How to get uphill to the Diana Temple hill with a wheelchair
2. Narrowness of street

- Not possible to have enough space for car and wheelchair
THE MOST NARROW POINTS IN STREET

SURFACE HAS TO BE CHANGED AND FLATTENED TO MAKE STREET ACCESSIBLE

ENOUGH SPACE FOR BOTH ACCESSIBILITY AND PARKING

SEE 1m

2m > 3.6m

MAIN PEDESTRIAN ROAD
WALKWAY IN THE MIDDLE SHOOTS IN THE DOT SIDES

SEE 1m

> 5m

THE MOST NARROW POINTS IN STREET
Sertorio Square

Topics

- A strong connexion with Giraldo Square
- Relation with the main street
- The place have a real identity
- A place where the people like change some memories of the city
Largo Alexandre Herculano

AROUND the relationships:

- with the Sertório square
- We can see square from Giraldo Square along the Rua Nova street
- a main street
- a strong connexion around Templo de Diana
Thanks you for listening